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casio's casio grade-to-go software is software designed for distance education
and school collaboration. the software provides a shared class space for the

teacher and for students and delivers lesson plans in advance, as well as
delivering information to students as they progress. casio also provides a parent
portal and the software can save all student data for each family. casio's casio
classpad software is specifically designed for school distance education. this

includes tools for digitising handwritten material, such as exams, and for
creating online courses, revision classes, and school guidelines in blackboard
format. eugene wee, chairman, chief executive officer and president of casio

america inc., said, "with the unprecedented lockdown, the unique classpad.net
web service will serve as a valuable means for students and teachers affected by
covid-19 to continue their school studies and acquire useful lessons and practice.

"we are grateful to educators in the u.s. and in other countries who have been
provided with free access to the essential learning material tools in order to

ensure their students receive the learning they need to keep up with their pace
during the covid-19 pandemic," wee added. "we are also grateful to many

educators and schools in the u. and around the world who have requested casio
products to be given away to them as a means to support their students during
the covid-19 pandemic. the classtopad plus suite and web service are designed

for teachers and students to easily perform geometric and statistical calculations
and build graphs via a web browser without the need for special software. they
are not only easy to use, but also can be written in any mathematical language

and are compatible with both windows and mac computers. all functions are
available in a variety of mathematical operations including, but not limited to,
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linear algebra and trigonometry, applied to real life and theoretical problems.
students as well as teachers can make graphs and generate data in tables and

diagrams using the plus suite free of charge. in addition, teachers can write
equations and analyses with the feature to handwrite, using the web browser.

the plus suite and web service for classpad.net are already available at:
https://www.classpad.net .
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siemens' high-performance digital power converters and power supplies are the
standard for modern servers and storage devices. with the dci-3, siemens helps

k-12 schools with the last mile technology investment. it supplies power to classpad
manager and classpad applications that can be configured to power classpad’s

video server, dynamic led webcam and classpad led light units. with the release of
classpad manager v3 professional, students can log into a secure, private web-

based classroom from any device, anywhere. whether they are browsing their class
from home, the library, or the car, students can quickly and easily access all of their
materials, directly from the class site. this free software also allows teachers to use
the classpad platform to create and deliver interactive lessons, assessments, and

projects. classpad manager allows teachers to display class materials as they would
in a physical classroom, while maintaining a secure, private environment online. it is
easy to upgrade from previous editions. one example of the benefits offered by the
classpad manager version 3 was by the york international school. students and staff
were able to access their class materials while staying in their home environments.

students also had access to all the software used in their class site. the
improvement on the way to manage and publish class materials will be very

interesting. even teachers can add materials and class site data quickly and easily.
but the main advantage is that the classpad manager v3 professional software is

the only product that provides both the cloud features and the mobile application to
its customers. this is the first time that we are able to use a pc in a classroom.
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